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Abstract:  Alongside the advancement of distributed computing, an ever increasing number of utilizations are relocated into the 

cloud. An essential highlight of distributed computing is pay-as-you-go. In any case, most clients dependably should pay more than 

their genuine use because of the 60 minutes charging cycle. What's more, most cloud specialist organizations give a specific 

markdown to long haul clients, yet momentary clients with little registering requests can't appreciate this markdown. To diminish 

the expense of cloud clients, we present another job, which is cloud intermediary. A cloud specialist is a mediator operator between 

cloud suppliers and cloud clients. It leases various saved VMs from cloud suppliers with a decent cost and offers them to clients on 

an on-request premise at a less expensive cost than that given by cloud suppliers. In addition, the cloud dealer receives a shorter 

charging cycle contrasted and cloud suppliers. By doing this, the cloud specialist can decrease an extraordinary measure of expense 

for client. Notwithstanding lessen the client cost, the cloud intermediary additionally could acquire the distinction in costs between 

on-request and held VMs. In this paper, we center on how to arrange its VMs to such an extent that. Its benefit can be expanded on 

commence of sparing expenses for clients. Benefit of a cloud intermediary is influenced by numerous elements, for example, the 

client requests, the price tag and the business cost of VMs, the size of the cloud intermediary, and so forth. Also, these components 

are influenced commonly, which makes the examination on benefit progressively convoluted. In this paper, we right off the bat 

give an artificially investigation on all the influencing factors, and characterize an ideal multi server setup and VM valuing issue 

which is displayed as a benefit boost issue. Besides, consolidating the incomplete subordinate and separation seek technique; we 

propose a heuristic strategy to fathom the streamlining issue. The close ideal arrangements can be utilized to direct the setup and 

VM valuing of the cloud intermediary. Besides, a progression of correlations are given which demonstrate that a cloud agent can 

spare an extensive expense for clients. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Over the past few years, cloud computing has experienced tremendous development. More and more cloud providers have jumped 

on the cloud bandwagon and they centrally manage a variety of resources such as hardware and software and deliver them over the 

internet in the form of services to customers on demand. Thanks to unique properties such as elasticity, flexibility, apparently 

unlimited computational power  and pay-as-you-use pricing model, cloud computing can reduce the requirement of clients for large 

capital outlays for hardware necessary to deploy service and the human expenses to operate it .hence, an increasing number of clients 

are transferring their business to the cloud. One important feature of cloud computing is pay-as-you-use which contains two meanings. 

First, according to the customer resource demand such as CPU, memory, etc., the physical machines are dynamically using 

virtualization technologies and provided to customers in the form of virtual machines (VMs), and customers pay according to the 

number of resources they actually consumed. Second, the VMs can be dynamically allocated and deal located at any time, and 

customers should pay based on how long the resources are actually used. Nevertheless, the pay-as-you-use pricing model is presently 

only conceptual due to the extreme complexity in monitoring and auditing resource usage and cloud providers usually adopt an hourly 

billing scheme in other words, the Billing Time Unit (BTU) of the cloud providers is one hour, for instance, Amazon. Therefore, the 

customers should pay for the resources by the hour even if they do not actually, utilize the allocated resources in the whole billing 

horizon [10]. This leads to a waste of resources and raises the cost of customers to a certain degree. In addition, almost all cloud 

providers provide two main ways to pay for their instances: On-Demand and Reserved Instances with On-Demand instances, user’s 

pay for compute capacity by per hour depending on which instances they run, and they are recommended for the applications with 

short-term workloads. Reserved Instances provide users with a significant discount compared to On-Demand instance pricing, but 

customers should rent instances for long periods, e.g., from six months to several years, according to the current plans offered by real 

cloud providers such as Amazon and Microsoft Azure Obviously, this discount cannot be enjoyed by short-term customers. To lessen 

the expense for this piece of clients, we present the cloud expedite, a go-between operator between cloud suppliers what's more, 

clients. Fig. 1 demonstrates the connection between them cloud specialist, cloud suppliers, and clients. A cloud intermediary can 

lessen the cost of clients from two perspectives. Initially, the cloud merchant takes points of interest of the value hole among held 

and on-request VMs, leasing the saved VMs with a decent cost and redistributing them as on-request VMs with a Bring down cost 

contrasted and the equivalent. 
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II. CLOUD SECURITY AND RETRIEVING 

Nowadays, there are numerous private and public cloud providers that typically provide many services. Since different providers 

usually offer distinct features, e.g., Virtual Machine (VM) types, pricing schemes, and cloud interfaces, it is becoming challenging 

for users to find a choice that better suits the requirements for developing/executing their applications. To assist cloud users, a cloud 

broker mechanism is used to transform the heterogeneous cloud market into a commodity-like service .The cloud broker has been 

studied from different perspectives. In the beginning, the cloud broker was studied as a scheduler between cloud providers and 

customers. It refers to two main aspects: helping customers to selectee most appropriate cloud provider and helping providers make 

decisions on resource allocation. Hence, the scheduling mechanisms are required to optimize the selection of cloud broker or 

placement of VMs amongst multiple datacentres of a cloud to reduce the costs of VM deployment or satisfy other performance 

constraints such as response time, computing capacity, and so forth to achieve the different objectives, many related cloud broker 

policy have been proposed. Limbani proposed a cost-aware service proximity based broker policy. Using the proposed policy, a 

cost Effective data centre is selected to route user requests. In [19], the authors proposed a new service broker policy for data centre 

selection based on the round-robin (RR) algorithm to minimize the service response time. To satisfy different resource requirements 

and application performance constraint of customers, Menorah   Proposed a Variable Service Broker Routing Policy - VSBRP, 

which aims to achieve the minimum response time through considering the communication channel bandwidth, latency and the size 

of the job. The proposed service broker policy can also reduce the overloading of the data centres by redirecting the user requests 

to the next data centre that yields better response and processing time. Larimer et al.  Took energy consumption into consideration 

and proposed an energy-aware VM placing broker to minimize operational expenditures while respecting constraints on Quality of 

Service (Quos), power consumption, and CO2 emissions. In addition, many other existing broker policies for datacentre selection 

are based on the location of the data centres, current execution load, and so on. The above studies on broker policies focused on 

how to allocate resources for each request. Since there are so many cloud providers with different features, it becomes a challenge 

for customers to select the one that suits the requirements while with the least costs. Many studies have focused on this problem. 

Rennet researched how to choose one provider for a customer among many service providers. In this work, a cloud resource broker 

is proposed to govern the assignment of providers’ resources to consumers dynamically. It uses various requirements and constraints 

specified by the consumer in the requirement description template as inputs to calculate aggregated requirements using an 

aggregation algorithm. And a service scheduling algorithm is defined to find an optimized match between the aggregated 

requirements with the provider’s offerings. With the help of cloud brokers, the VM requests of a customer can be allocated in  

different clouds instead of the same one [21]. Torsion et al. [22] took into account user requirements such as hardware configuration, 

aggregated service performances, total cost, and load balancing, and proposed algorithms for optimized placement of VMs in multi-

cloud environments. The authors considered the Emplacements problem as a 0-1 integer programming (IP) problem, and the total 

infrastructure capacity and the total cost of the deployed VMs are formulated. The modelling language AMPL is used to solve the 

0-1 IP problem. The experimental results confirm that the multi-cloud deployment provides better performance and lower costs 

compared to the use of a single cloud only. 

 

A. Definition 
 

Alongside the improvement of distributed computing, the job of the cloud agent has changed. It moves from the job of a 

scheduler between cloud suppliers and clients to the outsider organization that gives distributed computing administrations. The 

contrast between cloud merchants and cloud suppliers is a cloud agent probably won't have its own assets in any case, rents them 

from cloud suppliers. To keep up an organization's ordinary activity, making a benefit is vital. Instructions to build the benefit of 

the cloud representative turn into an essential issue and it is investigated from alternate points of view in numerous works. The 

administrations demands put together by clients are portrayed by various necessities, for example, security and protection 

imperatives, the required assets sum, the cost what's more, make spans. To enhance benefit, the cloud intermediary ought to 

appropriately dispense the asked for administrations to the most appropriate cloud foundations dependent on the clients' Quos 

necessities. 

 

B. How Cloud data works 

In the cloud showcase, there are different cloud benefit suppliers with unmistakable highlights, for example, limit, cost, SLA, 

and execution. Clients can acquire administrations and assets from cloud suppliers specifically. Be that as it may, it is a challenge 

for clients to locate the best decision regarding execution and cost. Also, the financial model of the cloud suppliers is to charge 

clients exclusively for the time they have utilized the assets dependent on a nuclear time unit that we call the Billing Time Unit 

(BTU), frequently 60 minutes. Notwithstanding, numerous clients may utilize the assets for as it were a few minutes and still be 

charged for 60 minutes. 

 

C. Analysis of Drawbacks of Cloud Storages 

The broker studied in this paper only rents resources from a single cloud provider and provides identical VMs for customers. 

Therefore, the VMs provided by the cloud broker are homogeneous, and they have identical Configurations in terms of memory, 

bandwidth, CPU, etc. More complicate situations will be studied in further works. In this paper, we assume that a cloud broker 

serves users’ requests by using a multi-server system, which can be modelled as an M/M/n/queuing system [25]. This similar models 

are adopted in many literatures such as [26, 27, 28].In this M/M/n/n queuing model, the arrival of VM requests is assumed to be a 

Poisson stream with arrival rate (measured by the number of requests per unit of time); i.e., the inter arrival times are independent 
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and identically distributed exponential random variables with mean1=. In the rest of the paper, the default time unit is one hour 

(unless explicitly stated). This setting is for convenience of calculation under different BTU values. Since the cloud broker attracts 

customers by the low price, the actual request arrival rate of the cloud broker is determined by two factors: the total customer 

demand, denoted by max, and the resource price. 

 

D. Plans for ITS Resources in Cloud 

Open Stack cloud stockpiles are organizations. Open source stage, represented by the non-benefit association, for distributed 

computing main which empowers clients to make virtual servers and different assets figuring administrations. It has a measured 

structure and has a code name for its parts. Its figuring part is named Nova. Open Stack Compute is the primary piece of an IaaS 

framework which is a texture controller. Open Stack does not have similarity with other cloud APIs. 

 

III. AWS and machine learning 

 

The emergence of the cloud broker provides customers one more choice when selecting the providers of cloud computing. It can 

not only provide the same service as the public clouds but also save a great amount of cost for customers. In the following, we 

conduct a series of numerical calculations to compare the cost of users when they submit requests to a cloud broker or public clouds, 

respectively. According to Theorem 3.1, it is known that the expected charge for a service request is determined by three factors: 

the BTU U, the VM sales price, and the average execution time t. To verify the effect of the three factors on the user cost, we 

conduct three groups of calculations in the following. Amazon EC2, AEC for short, is adopted as the comparison. AEC is compared 

with the cloud broker under different parameters to verify how much cost they can save for users. 

IV. THE FUTURE 

As previously noted, the cloud broker buys a lot of reserved instances from cloud providers for long periods of time and 

outsources them as on-demand VMs to obtain revenue. The on-demand VMs provided by the cloud broker have a lower price and 

a fine-grained BTU with respect to what the cloud providers charge for the same VMs. Hence, there are two main factors affecting 

the revenue of cloud brokers. The first revenue-affecting factor is customer demand, which is measured as the request arrival rate 

_. Under affixed price, the more the request arrival rate is, the more revenue that can be obtained. Hence, to improve the revenue 

of a cloud broker, an obvious way is to increase its customer demand. However, customer demand is changing with different VM 

sales prices. Hence, the second affecting factor is the VM sales price. Let the price of the on-demand VMs provided by the cloud 

broker be _ per unit of time. The price affects the revenue of a cloud broker from two aspects. First, the price has a direct impact 

on revenue. Under a given demand, higher price conducts higher revenue. Second, the price affects the revenue indirectly. The 

explanations are given as follows. The cloud broker rents reserved instances from cloud providers with a discount compared with 

the on demand instances and outsources them as on-demand VMs in a lower price than the same VMs provided by cloud providers. 

The low price is the core competitive advantage of the cloud broker, and its objective customers are those customers whose service 

requests are submitted occasionally and the execution time is uncertain or short. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This survey paper presents the theoretic study of different data aggregation techniques in big data and cloud environment. 

The detail explanation of the methods is summarizing and also outlines the advantages of the different techniques in big data and 

cloud computing environment. In this survey discussed about Partition-Based Online Aggregation, data interpolation based 

Aggregation, OLM, RFHC, linked data aggregation, PDS Cloud, Cam droop and high-speed aggregation with distributed KVS. 

Each of the above surveyed techniques demonstrates and illustrates improved in some categories and not in some other categories. 

At the end of this survey, conclude that efficient data aggregation method is proposed by reducing the redundant statistical 

computation cost. 
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